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Run SAP™ Back Order Processing up to 10x faster

Discover more... www.fastersap.com/rescheduling
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GAIN TIME IN YOUR SAP SUPPLY CHAIN
but with large volumes, rescheduling can run for hours and become a costly bottleneck.
If you could run your SAP Rescheduling process in minutes rather than hours, imagine what your
supply chain could do with the extra time you gain.
ReschedulingGT utilizes available capacity in your existing hardware to run the standard SAP Back
Order Processing transaction (V_V2) up to10x faster.

Rescheduling vs. ReschedulingGT comparison on a live customer system
SAP Rescheduling (Back Order Processing)
3 hours
With Basis Technologies’ ReschedulingGT the same job is completed in 19 minutes
19 mins

Time gained: 2 hours 41 minutes

ReschedulingGT transforms SAP supply chain
performance by enabling the standard SAP
Rescheduling transaction (V_V2) to be run
multiple times each day.
Pack, pick and dispatch products hours earlier.

GT Packs are available on a simple annual price
plan including maintenance. This means you
capital investment.

£25,000

$38,000

€30,000

ReschedulingGT output is made instantly
If ReschedulingGT does not speed up your
enabling your business to gain full insight into
each day’s rescheduling activity.
Reduce penalties associated with incorrect
quantities and delivery times by setting
customer expectations or adjusting
manufacturing schedules sooner.

free*.
Download and install ReschedulingGT and
transform your supply chain performance today.
Visit www.fastersap.com/rescheduling to
start your trial of ReschedulingGT now.

* ReschedulingGT requires at least 4 available background jobs to achieve a guaranteed performance improvement.
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